Case Study:
How Planning Analytics enabled a leading generator of renewable
energy to transform their Planning & Reporting functions.
Challenges Overview

Solution
IBM Planning Analytics

MRE UK relied on separate spreadsheet models for each of its generating
stations as well as its Landfill Gas business, which its financial controllers
prepared at the beginning of the month. This increased the risk of losing
historical data if spreadsheets were accidently deleted.

Services
Consultancy and Training

They were keen to automate as many of their planning processes as possible
and IBM Planning Analytics offered them the capabilities they were looking for
- an integrated, automated platform for planning, budgeting, forecasting and
analysis that offers all the functionality of spreadsheets while eliminating the
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During a recent annual budgeting exercise, we completed half a dozen what-if
scenarios in just two hours—something that would have taken an entire day to
complete before. Jamie Lawton - Group Reporting Manager
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